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Introduction
Expressing annual praise for the quality of candidates’ work is a delight because, once
again, the Investigations paper evoked excellent studies drawn from an inspiring range of
topics within a wide range of varied academic fields. The high standard of work evidenced in
June 2014 was no exception to historical high standards as candidates demonstrated a very
high level of independent enquiry which clearly demonstrated engagement with their chosen
area of investigation. Candidates showcased their knowledge of a particular academic field
in the way they identified a line of enquiry, clearly expressed their view, analysed key
concepts and deployed evidence with coherent understanding of their task whilst fluently
evaluating a wide range of source material that they had at their disposal. The enthusiasm
for and knowledge of the chosen topic was clearly conveyed in many answers that were
truly academic in their approach. Some centres continue to focus on the same or similar
topics for all their candidates, whereas other centres permitted considerable choice for
individual candidates. Candidates were very well prepared for the examination and it was
evident that centres used their specialist resources and interests to encourage candidates
to research in depth a particular area of study. It is important to stress again that the
‘Investigations’ unit has a definite academic purpose. The aim is to involve candidates
as active participants pursuing open-ended enquiries with an emphasis on independent
learning. Questions were designed to be inclusive of all possible approaches to various
topics and all valid answers were considered.
Whilst most centres had entered their candidates for the correct option there were still a few
entries for particular Areas of Study where consideration regarding entry for a different Area
of Study may have been beneficial to the candidate. It is important to ensure candidates
know which area of their investigation is the best fit for the question they answer on the
paper. There was evidence of candidates choosing a different question on the paper to the
question they had clearly prepared for before the examination. In some of these cases the
candidate was using material suitable for Question 1 to answer Question 3 (or vice versa)
and not really grappling fully with the demands of the question. This practice does not
always work to the best effect as the candidate might end up answering neither question as
fully as possible. It must be noted that each question was written for ONE of three topics
within each particular Area of Study.  Candidates were not penalised if correct entries were
not made or a cross was put in a box that did not match the answer or if no box was ticked
at all.  However, evidence shows that candidates have decided that the question for a topic
that they clearly had not prepared for looked more inviting and selected that question
but that did not necessarily mean they were best prepared to answer that question. More
candidates in this session answered a question they had not prepared for and may need to
be reminded which question their material is best directed at and be advised to answer that
question. Centres should ensure that candidates are entered for the option that matches
their Area of Study and that candidates are clear about which question they have been
prepared for on the paper. There is still evidence of centres studying Papers 1B and 1F being
entered for 1A. This might be an oversight regarding filling out the form – centres must
choose 6RS02 and then identify which of the seven papers from 1A to 1G is the specific
entry.
Variation in achievement was related to the two assessment objectives. These objectives
should receive prominent attention in the process of the investigation. Importantly there
must be explicit attention to both objectives in the examination answer and also to the
question that is intended to focus the answer. Each question consistently referred to the
assessment objectives with the trigger word ‘Examine’ for AO1 and ‘Comment on’ for AO2.
These dictated the structure of the question and helped candidates to plan their answers. It
would be advisable for candidates to pay regular attention to the level descriptors for these
assessment objectives as a way of monitoring their development and progress during their
investigations. The phrase ‘with reference to the topic you have investigated’ will always
appear in the question to ensure that the generic question can be answered with material
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from any appropriate investigation. The mark scheme itself is generic to all questions but
the answer itself is not necessarily generic as candidates are expected to use their material
to answer the question. The purpose of the question is to challenge candidates to adapt
their material so that at the highest levels they may demonstrate a coherent understanding
of the task based on the selection of their material. Widely deployed evidence/arguments/
sources were evident in well-structured responses to the task whereby a clearly expressed
viewpoint was supported by well-deployed evidence and reasoned argument. There was
skilful deployment of religious language in many answers and the fluency of good responses
showed command over the material; such command makes for high outcomes and rewards
the amount of hard work done by the candidate. Many candidates had clearly learned
much in the process and their overall grasp of the issues involved and command over their
material was highly commendable.
Less able candidates struggled with the demands of the question. In preparation for this
examination some candidates may find it useful to write up their investigation under exam
timed conditions to a variety of different possible questions. They might build up a number
of different response plans to different possible questions. The important point in these
activities is to enable candidates to develop their management of material such as how
to best structure their content to answer the specific question. However, success can be
undermined by writing up a rote-learnt answer which was not adapted to the question set
or by answering a question that has been written for a topic they have not studied. There
was evidence of rote learned answers using the same structure and material inclusive of
quotes; whilst much information was relevant to the topic and consequently was awarded
in terms of AO1, there was a significant lack of engagement with the specific demands
of the question and consequently marks for AO2 were low, with only generic evaluation
provided. This approach is contrasted with another form where candidates were trained
to answer the question; arguably, this is evidence of good practice but at the lower end
some candidates thought it was sufficient to simply use the question stimulus at the end of
each paragraph. The more able answers were those which were guided by the statement
as opposed to simply ‘tagging it on’ to content that they were already anticipating to write
about. A balanced approach to the question that meets the highest levels of achievement
according to both assessment objectives is obviously desirable and the generic question
accommodates many possible routes to success whereby any valid approach to the question
was credited.
Candidates are strongly advised to develop their practical handwriting skills and then
practice writing under timed conditions. Centres are assured that much time was invested
in attempting to decipher illegible answers but there is always the risk that a badly written
word/phrase/paragraph could be misinterpreted and it is best to avoid the chances of this
occurring. Examiners understand the time constraints that candidates are writing under but
this problem regarding illegible handwriting seems to be on the increase. Centres need to
address this issue because the current format for examinations requires candidates’ ability
to sustain handwriting and academic standards under examination pressure.

That said, the excellent work of centres and candidates in 6RS02 bears testimony to the
academic potential of candidates that is a joy to behold when it is fully realised.
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Question 1
RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE; MEDITATION
This question gave candidates the opportunity to really demonstrate the breadth and depth
of their knowledge and understanding of the Philosophy of Religion in the context of the
question (i.e. religious experience and claims about God and/or human nature). It was
good to see that the majority of candidates made the most of this opportunity by making
reference to the works of many philosophers and theorists on the matter. Most candidates
also grouped a number of philosophers together in terms of their particular perspective/time
period/field (i.e. existentialist, Greek, Scientific, etc). Moreover, some candidates began
with one or two core philosophers from a particular perspective and then made reference to
other philosophers whose understanding of the topic supported this particular perspective.
This was good to see as it demonstrated a sound understanding of how a number of ideas
and perspectives intersect around a particular philosophical issue.
The more able candidates integrated material from a wide range of scholarship into a
coherent response rather than just re-telling a range of views/theories/life/work within the
chosen investigation. There were some outstanding responses where the candidates had
a coherent understanding of the task, and responded skilfully to the question with a clearly
expressed viewpoint supported by well-deployed evidence and reasoned argument. It was
refreshing to read a variety of answers which explored the topic in original ways.
The majority of candidates produced thoughtful and authoritative responses which
demonstrated comprehensive understanding of key ideas that were discussed critically with
confidence and authority. It is clear that many centres have chosen the topics very carefully
indeed and so there appears to be more able candidates taking on more demanding topics
which offer a genuine challenge and which has led to some very thoughtful and probing
work. The majority of responses were well structured, relevant and well written. There was
clear evidence of subject knowledge and most candidates were able to use this knowledge
to discuss the question in relation to their topic. Candidates were very well prepared and
some had researched their subjects very thoroughly. More able candidates in increasing
numbers ventured towards a wider range of sources deploying a wide range of scholars,
ideas and traditions. The psychology of religion material has increased in popularity and this
material was well handled. Many candidates of all abilities covered material on St Teresa,
Julian of Norwich, the Toronto Blessing and conversion experiences; this material was
handled critically by more able candidates and sharply contrasted the uncritical approach
typical at the lower range of achievement.
Overall the majority of candidates were well prepared for this question and had no difficulty
in responding to it. However, some candidates had more difficulty with manipulating their
material. Less able candidates focused on types of religious experience and their outlines
of ‘scholars’ were often confined to descriptive accounts that lacked understanding of the
issues at stake. Whilst they still produced responses of merit, there was evidence of a
formulaic style of answers by some candidates who apparently relied on the same source(s)
and quotes; A02 achievement was undermined when less able responses became overly
descriptive of religious experiences at the expense of at least some essential philosophical
analysis of their meaning and significance.  James, Persinger and Swinburne remain the
most popular scholars for many candidates and, there were several cases of Dawkins being
used uncritically regardless of whether the candidate agreed or disagreed with his views.
In such cases the responses could be a little one sided and less able responses lacked
balance and had little appreciation of the conflict and debate within the area of study.  A few
candidates were over reliant on a study of Persinger’s helmet or case studies of Near Death
Experiences.
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The phrase ‘with reference to the topic you have investigated’ led to responses ranging
from general statements with little or no reference to a particular topic, to some very
precise analyses of particular ideas and scholars. Some candidates covered a lot of topics,
often in a rather shallow way, providing a general narrative account of views of religious
experience. Of the less able candidates it was common to see accounts of miracles and a
discussion of Hume interpreted by the candidate as an account and discussion of a religious
experience. Some candidates gave a good outline of the argument for the existence of God
based on religious experience and considered its strengths and weaknesses; such responses
gained some credit, but these candidates struggled to relate their responses closely to the
question set. Candidates must be reminded that the demands of this paper are different to
the demands of 6RS03. Weaker analysis and evaluation amounted to an awkward juxtapositioning of ideas and perspectives, e.g. ‘Plato states this…whereas Darwin would say
that…’.More able candidates’ evaluation was blended within a myriad of perspectives, e.g.
‘Plato states this…. From which we can learn… this is interesting when compared with
Darwin whose understanding differs from that of Plato in that he….’ etc. Evaluation is more
clearly obvious in the latter example.
Nonetheless, the point is that some analysis and evaluation of ideas was exceptional
or very good (as in the majority of cases), whereas some merely listed the opposing/
numerous views. There were still a very high number of responses that made a serious
attempt to answer the question. The more able responses considered the question against
the background of the scholarship they had engaged with. These candidates assessed the
persuasiveness of their argument in relation to the range of scholarship deployed and many
answers were very well done. Exceptional responses tended to respond to the question
more directly, thus recognising the opportunity offered by a deconstruction/discussion of the
question.
This is an example of a very good response where the candidate presented widely
deployed evidence that formed a well-structured response to the task. This response was
representative of the quality of work produced by the more able candidates who could
skilfully adapt their material to the demands of the question. The candidate explored the
subjective nature of religious experience and discussed why it may/may not be unreliable as
a basis for making claims about God and/or human nature. The discussion of the question
is sustained throughout the entire response and the reader is led towards a convincing
conclusion. This was a substantial piece of work.
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Examiner Comments

In the introduction the candidate interacted with the question by discussing very
clearly what an objectivist or subjectivist would say about religious experience.
After a thorough exposition of a range of scholars and approaches to the question
of religious experience, the conclusion was substantive and wrapped up a
competent response that covered much ground in depth.

Examiner Tip

Clearly adapting your material to the question makes for a good outcome. Solid
study of the topic involves studying at least some of the most notable scholars in
the field. Work logically through your material to answer the question.
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Question 2
MIND AND BODY
Much of the comments regarding question 1 are also relevant to question 2. However, this
year it appeared that on the whole, the responses to question 1 were of a higher standard
than those of question 2; although there were a large number of outstanding scripts for this
question. The fact remains that variable achievement for this question is a movement away
from the predominantly outstanding achievement of the past. It is hard to say how far this
movement is happening but it is reported that many of the responses to question 2 were
limited in the breadth of their knowledge of ‘the philosophy of mind’ or even how this can be
understood in relation to the ‘philosophy of religion’. The consequence of this was a much
reduced number of philosophers and thinkers being referenced, too descriptive prose on the
perspective – rather than allowing a flow of debate between ideas and perspectives or even
a depth of analysis/evaluation of these perspectives.
Candidates need to resist the temptation to merely rehearse learned material because
it is essential that there is clear engagement with the question. There were still rather a
lot of low to middle ability scripts where candidates provided (often lengthy) accounts of
near-death and out-of-body experiences.  Some less able responses tended to present the
various positions in the debate as a list with insufficient commentary and discussion. Many
candidates provided a systematic account of various positions in the mind/body debate,
covering monism, materialism, behaviourism, dualism etc.  These topics are generally very
well understood, but some candidates disadvantaged themselves by not relating these
positions to particular scholars.
Having noted the above caution regarding achievement in the mid to lower range; this
question continues to attract outstanding scholarly responses and was very well done by
the majority of candidates who were effective at analysing the question and discussing the
relevance of their research in this context.
The more able responses systematically examined forms of monism and dualism and
tackled issues of interaction, some then with life after death as more of a case study as
to how these theories might then play out in relation to the question. It was very pleasing
to read the high proportion of scripts which handled the material from key scholars in
a balanced and critical way. The majority of scripts discussed the various viewpoints of
dualists, monists and materialists very effectively. The question invited some very thorough
responses from many candidates offering a technically competent, detailed, analysis of
dualism and monism accompanied by an evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses that
was skilfully targeted at the question.
There was evidence, however, of more able candidates who did not do justice to their
A01 material in their evaluation because they were less confident about discussing the
question. It is encouraging to see such a wide range of scholars included in responses and
generally there were few really weak answers in this Area of Study; less able candidates
included rote learned material which did not answer the question and were defined by
a simplistic approach and difficulty in manipulating the material. Less able candidates
confined their response to describing accounts of near death experiences and out of the
body experiences whilst more able responses were fluent in their handling of a wide range
of scholarship in their discussions of Descartes, Plato, Aristotle and Ryle with the best of
them focussing effectively on Greek philosophy particularly well. As with other questions,
less able candidates did not always tackle the question on the paper. It is also a matter of
some concern that many candidates seem to have a confused sense of the historical context
of the scholars they refer to. By contrast, more able candidates often discussed the cultural
context of ideas, thereby demonstrating a very authoritative grasp of the subject.
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The candidate got off to a tentative start in a fairly short response of 6¼ pages. The first
page was devoted to outlining the mind body debate with no attempt to acknowledge the
question or indication what their argument might be. In the next few pages the candidate
described the position of Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Descartes, Huxley, Malebranche and Ryle.
The response ended with a useful and valid recognition of Dawkins’ materialist view and
then in the final sentence the question appeared to be answered.  This candidate had clearly
studied a useful range of material but the brevity of the response did not allow for in-depth
exploration of these ideas. This response was indicative of the range of good candidates who
did not do justice to their A01 material in their evaluation because they were less confident
about discussing the question. This response was not unlike that of many other candidates
who had clearly learnt the material but were afraid to make a judgment/critical evaluation;
evaluation needs to be practised in response to the material that they examine.
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Examiner Comments

This response was a rehearsal of the main concepts within the mind-body debate.
No theory was covered in any great detail. The candidate did not address the
question until the end of the response.

Examiner Tip

Answer the question. Knowing the topic in detail will help to you to substantiate any
valid comment on the question. General coverage of essential ideas does not meet
the requirement of the highest level descriptors. Material must be well selected to
demonstrate emphasis and clarity of ideas and widely deployed to answer the question.
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This response was an example of a more detailed piece of work that paid close attention to
the question. The candidate set out their stall in the introduction and sustained the promise
of some comment on the question itself. Whilst there were other responses that were
arguably worthy of more than the available marks, this candidate had certainly done enough
to earn full marks.
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Examiner Comments

The introduction set out the structure of the response and promised a more substantive
coverage of the topic.

Examiner Tip

Establish a position in relation to the question and then argue for or against it.  
Work logically through your material to answer the question. More detailed work brings
its own reward in higher outcomes.
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Question 3
A STUDY OF ONE/MORE PHILOSOPHERS OF RELIGION
Candidates chose to demonstrate the breadth and depth of their understanding by using
a number of philosophers of religion and their ideas throughout to answer the question
directly towards supporting their own conclusion. The responses in terms of their knowledge
and evaluation were generally of an exceptionally high standard. As always, this question
attracted a large variety of answers, including some truly outstanding responses to the
question. Candidates routinely demonstrated a very accurate, comprehensive and often
sophisticated understanding of the key ideas of a scholar with really good accounts of
the works of Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Descartes, Hume, Kierkegaard, Nagel, Nietzsche,
Leibniz, Kierkegaard, Bonhoeffer, Marx and Sartre. One of the most popular combinations
was Kierkegaard and Sartre. The obvious enthusiasm so many candidates had for the
area of study was clearly conveyed by very mature responses in which the significant
features of the work of philosopher/philosophers within the philosophy of religion was
discussed.  The more answers referred to a range of ideas or works by the chosen
philosopher and put them in the correct context of their time or the impact on subsequent
thought which made for interesting and scholarly analysis of their ideas.  More able
answers focussed on an interesting range of philosophers with many candidates choosing
to compare and contrast two different philosophers; thus allowing for easier AO2 comment
on any useful insights into religion and/or God that might be derived from any the study
of the philosophy of religion. Candidates were well versed with the significant features of
the work of the philosopher(s) they had studied and most gave an accurate analysis of the
philosopher(s) they had investigated.  The more able candidates referred to a range of ideas
or works by the chosen philosopher and placed them in the correct context of their time
whilst assessing the features of their work with great ease.
There was a discrepancy in the way less able candidates responded to the question;
some simply offered a biographical account of a scholar and could have addressed the
question itself more explicitly. Some candidates discussed both Sartre and Kierkegaard and
did less well because of time constraints; they just did not cover the material they clearly
had intended to cover. In this range not many answers included much by way of comment
from scholars on the views of their philosophers, and although this was not a requirement
it did enhance the answers of candidates who were able to do it.  Some candidates chose
one idea/argument from their philosopher and did a strengths or weaknesses of that view;
whilst this was not necessarily a bad approach it was most often done at a simpler level and
not fully focused on the question in terms of concluding about the significant features of
their philosopher(s) within the philosophy of religion. The followers of Dawkins increase year
on year and are often hallmarked by one-sided analysis and discussion that is coupled with
a certain enthusiasm for Dawkinian rhetoric. These interesting responses can be improved
by connecting the ideas under discussion to a wider range of philosophers in the field.
There was continued evidence of candidates following the same structure for a pre-prepared
answer that was not subsequently manipulated to answer the question. Some candidates
tended to argue from the outset for the existence of God rather than answering the
question; this was especially apparent in responses that focussed on Aquinas or Paley. A
few problems persist with candidates answering an apparently different question without
paying due attention to the question on the paper. Some candidates who had clearly
studied material directly related to Question 1 on Religious Experience attempted this
question.  Whilst there is nothing to prohibit this, candidates might limit achievement if they
attempt a question for a different topic to the topic they had been prepared for; especially
if they are not explicitly answering the task set by the question. Centres are reminded that
the three questions on the paper are written for three different topics.
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This response, like many other responses at this level, answered the question and showed
a clear command of the topic. The candidate showed understanding of Grayling’s position
very well and clearly conveyed essential elements of his thought. Grayling is a rare choice
for study and this candidate clearly understood his ideas and deployed a range of ideas
coherently.
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Examiner Comments

The opening sentence identified a distinctive element in Grayling’s approach in contrast
to that taken by many other philosophers. The introduction and the first two pages
clearly showed the grasp the candidate had over their material and this control was
sustained throughout the response.

Examiner Tip

Do not be afraid of choosing a topic that is of interest to you nor of reading material
that pushes the boundaries of your thinking beyond knowledge into critical appreciation.
Excellent studies always stand out as distinctively engaged with the nuances of the topic
and its adaptation towards the question.
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This response was another example of a well-executed piece of work showing clear
command of the topic. The candidate answered the question fluently. The candidate
understood the connection between the dialectical materialism of Marx and how this
methodology has been adopted within Liberation Theology. The candidate clearly conveyed
essential elements of Marxist thought with insightful reflection on the question.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate’s clear style of writing helped the reader to follow the argument. The
juxtaposition of ideas showed a clear and thorough understanding of the task in hand as
the response progressed. The response was not overly long but achieved a high outcome
nevertheless.

Examiner Tip

Last year’s tip is repeated again because there is no substitute for knowing your field.
Assimilation of the essential concepts in preparation for the exam helps the response to
flow easily. Coherence within the structure of a response is related to proper selection and
deployment of material.  Work hard to get this right. It pays off in the quality of your work.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

do not ignore the question

•

a generic question is not best answered with a generic answer. The question is made
up of two parts. The question itself and the generic phrase ‘Examine and comment with
reference to the topic you have investigated.’ Answer the question

•

use appropriate sources and, if possible, include recent scholarship

•

well deployed material will show how well you understand your topic and how you are
using your material to answer the question

•

do not forget to comment on your material in relation to the question

•

use your evidence to substantiate your argument

•

comment on alternative views if you know them

•

express your viewpoint clearly

•

practice writing under timed conditions as part of your preparation

•

do not spend too much time on your response plan to the detriment of the response
itself

•

write legibly.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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